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ABSTRACT
Background: The theory of mind (ToM), defined as the ability to recognize differences between and identifying one’s mental states, is currently believed to be a crucial condition concerning human body development. The lack of ToM capabilities indicates cognitive and developmental disturbances that may occur in autism, when primarily neurological and somatic impairments, along with social deficits, manifest themselves in a variety of deformities in posture and movement disorders. When taking into account the view of the Yale School of Medicine of autistic spectrum as related to Pervasive Developmental Disorder, not other specified (PDD-NOS), which symptoms refer in some cases to atypical autism, while in others, do not meet the autistic features, one can be aware of the challenges in the undertaken process of therapy with autistic patients, that complementarily includes physical rehabilitation.

Objective: To reveal successive proceedings of the short and long term goals prescribed to Kabat-Kaiser’s PNF and Souchard’s global posture re-education in case of autistic individuals.

Methods: Analysis of the world recognized scientists’ works devoted to autism key facts considering the expected efficacy of treatment with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) patients that has been based upon the inclusion criteria for medical and social case study.

Results: The currently recognized methods of rehabilitation that have the roots in the classic conceptions of Frenkel and Lovet, meet the demands to implement the therapeutic tasks in autism.

Conclusion: The physical therapy in autism aimed at diminishing the multilevel postural and movement disabilities constitutes one of the pillars of the caregivers’ team combatting the ASD severities.
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Introduction

Autism [1-2] has over a century-old history. Eugen Bleuler first used this term in reference to a symptom of schizophrenia in 1911 [3]. The interests into autism lead to the rise of several, still evolving, theories modelling autistic persons’ thinking and social interactions. They help in understanding different mechanisms behind autism, as well as forming a more precise description of its course [4]. However, the currently distinguished processes of a pathogenic nature cannot be currently considered as the solely etiological causes of the disorder. Hence, autism still causes a huge, both social and medical, challenge for the professionals who serve autistic persons in the best way they can. In this sense, the autism specialists from the fields of medicine, social relationships, education, pedagogy, and relevant therapies, including physiotherapy look through the perspectives of their knowledge and practice at an individual under the care and confront the assumptions with the real expectations concerning an autistic child undergoing a treatment. On the one hand, they should effectively conduct the necessary treatment, while they must respect the will of autistic individuals who might not be prone to participate in the therapeutic sessions [5]. In order to delineate the characteristics of rehabilitation in autism the sections are devoted first to the description of autism and leading theories in the field, as well as the atypical behaviours accompanying the process of physical therapy. Ultimately, the nature of conducting movement treatment [6] in this work is presented in accordance with the inclusion criteria for medical and social case study aimed at autism spectrum disorder (ASD).

Facts concerning autism in light of the insights presented by the authorities

Autism can be defined as “a neurodevelopmental disorder characterized by deficits in social reciprocity and communication and by the presence of restricted and repetitive behaviours and/or interests” [7]. Catherin Lord [8] lists the following as autism key facts – it is diagnosed based on behaviour, lacks adequate tests or markers, affects boys four times as often as girls, develops syndromes before the age of two and influences a family’s life. According to her those characteristics form contemporary approaches and challenges in autism spectrum disorders (ASD) that currently have been formalized in Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders – 5th edition (DSM-5) dated on 2013 [9-10]. The preceding diagnostic concepts of autism [11] were in sequence: reports by Leo Kanner who emphasized “insistence of sameness” apparent difference from schizophrenia in 1940’s, DSM-1 and DSM-2 in 1970’s which still revealed autism as linked to childhood schizophrenia, DSM-3 and DSM-3-R in 1980’s that included autism into a new class of childhood disorders, ICD-10 and DSM-4 in early 1990’s of which main assumptions considered the aspects of syndrome change, but with an exclusion of cases referred to infants and very young children.

According to Leo Kanner [12] the definition of autism, originally introduced in psychiatry, did not account for the status of the patients examined by him at the Johns Hopkins Hospital in the 1940’s, where he worked in the Children's Psychiatric Service. He described his patients in 1943 as “so concerned with the external world “that they watched “with tense alertness to make sure that their surroundings remain static, that the totality of an experience was reiterated with its constituent details, often in full photographic and phonic identity”. Kanner, who as a precursor of implementing the description regarded to the infantile autism entity in medicine, indicated in the quoted work the need for the decisive distinction between autism in children and schizophrenia contrary to the view (based on the atypical children behaviour and its intrinsic determinants’ observations carried out by psychiatrists), which even until the 1960’s seemed to be firmly maintained and commonly accepted in the medical surroundings. Persuading his rights, the author appeals briefly to the history of infantile autism divided into three consecutive phases. The first phase concerned the 1940’s, when
the earliest theses addressing the issue were not published for several years, despite investigations conducted at the Johns Hopkins Hospital. Exceptions being two articles by Kanner on the problems of nosology and psychodynamics of early infantile autism, first in 1946 and next in 1949 [13-14], that had been printed. In the 1950’s during the second phase, the number of the articles devoted to autism syndrome had increased to 52 and the first standpoints in Europe of D. Arn van Krevelen [15] (warning against the prevailing abuse of the diagnosis of autism) and E. Stern [16] arose in Holland and France. At that time, Clemens Benda [17], who analysed among others mental retardation, included in his book on developmental disorders of mentation and cerebral palsies a chapter on an autistic child and questioned the correctness of treating autism as a part of the schizophrenic syndrome complex, rather than a separate entity. The third phase running through 1960’s characterized itself by identifying autism as a unique and complex entity. Kanner, had, based on his strict analysis of schizophrenia symptoms, rued of the views regarding autism relation to schizophrenia, but pointed to the fact that “nosological allocation of infantile autism has continued to be a matter of puzzlement” [12, p. 414].

Gil Eyal et al. [18], the contemporary authors of the book devoted to ‘the matrix of autism’, notice autism to have become highly visible. Furthermore, the fact of the rising number of autism cases yields a question about their nature. Is autism an epidemic of the modern age or has it been around, but we realised its magnitude only now thanks to better diagnostic criteria and greater awareness of the problem. Answering this issue, they analyse the history of the disorder termed as autism going back to its origin from the beginning of the last century (Bleuer’s definition). Then, through 1940’s, when Leo Kanner in 1943 [19] and Hans Asperger in 1944 [20] chose independently the same term to describe the children they examined – ‘autistic’ upon observations they made of medical in case of former and educational (pedagogical) nature in the case of the latter. The recalled earlier in this text van Krevelen [15] who appreciates the inputs of Kanner and Asperger to the development of the nosology encompassing autistic children states that because Kanner’s publications [21-24], in opposite to Asperger’s works [25-27], were well known internationally this fact might be the reason of “the erroneous impression that Asperger’s autistic psychopathology refers to analogous cases described by Kanner”. He persuades that the clinical autistic pictures drawn by the two pioneers differ considerably. According to him, quoting for this argumentation his earlier insight dated yet to 1962, Kanner described psychotic process characterized by a course, while Asperger revealed autistic psychopathology in terms of static traits exposing the patient’s abnormal personality with less sensitivity, but more rationality. Two standpoints of those authors have enabled the further development of the branch of professional knowledge dedicated to autism in both medical and educational fields. Consequently, these developments led to building a care model where autistic children are attended by therapeutic teams consisting of a physician, psychiatrist, nurse, speech therapist, pedagogue, physical therapist and physical educator when autistic mentees are under education at schools. In the following decades, ending the last century and beginning of the current one, the process of the deinstitutionalization of mental retardation took place [28-32]. As the result of this process, different categories of atypical children were identified leading to the creation of autistic spectrum disorder description and social awareness of the need for special education.

ASD being placed in the DSM-5 classified group of neurodevelopmental disorders has incorporated for that time three entities: Asperger disorder, Heller’s syndrome and pervasive developmental disorder not otherwise specified (PDD-NOS). ASD diagnostic criteria – of which two are necessary to diagnose the spectrum - may be as follows: persistent deficits in multidimensional social communication and interaction, stereotyped behavioural patterns, interests or activities, the presence of spectrum symptoms in the early developmental period, clinically
significant impairment in basic areas of current functioning, inability of better explanation the disturbances by intellectual disability or developmental delay, which frequently co-occurred with ASD, and the presence of the comorbid catatonia. These diagnostic criteria are important factors in conducting autism therapy. Hence, it seems worthy to have briefly a closer look at Asperger’s syndrome and PDD-NOS praxis. For instance, in the opinion of Lorna Wing [33], there is no known treatment that has any effect on the basic impairments underlying this syndrome, but handicaps can be diminished by appropriate management and education. In her view education enables to develop special interests and competences needed sufficiently to allow independence in adult life. Since, no one can indicate the type of school that is particularly suitable for those with Asperger syndrome, for some of them depending on the diagnosis stated, schools for normal children will perform well. While for others the best solution will be attending classes in schools for various kinds of handicaps. In both cases, educational progress depends on the severity of the concrete child's impairments as well as the understanding and skill of the teacher. Among many Asperger’s syndrome features (such as speech and non-verbal communication, social interaction, repetitive activities, resistance to change skills and interests) clumsy and ill-coordinated motor coordination reveal itself in bad postures and gait patterns. As Wing highlights, there are also other items of the syndrome identified, that had not been recorded by Asperger, but currently are of big significance in therapies ordered to children [33]. Those atypical syndromes, being according to William Mandy at al. [34] currently characterized by a triad of behavioural features: (1) impairments in social interaction; (2) impairments in communication and (3) repetitive and stereo-typed behaviour (RSB), are just classified as pervasive developmental disorder—not otherwise specified (PDD-NOS). They will be more precisely described in the running sections of the article.

**Theoretical explanations of the essence of autism**

Defined as the ability of attributing mental states to oneself and others and understanding the differences of their various insights, the theory of mind (ToM) is currently believed to be the crucial condition concerning human body development [35]. The lack of ToM capabilities indicates the cognitive and developmental disturbances that may occur in case of autism, when primarily the neurological and somatic impairments, along the social deficits, manifest themselves in the variety of the posture’s deformities and movement disorders. Norbert Wiley [36] as a sociologist reminds that although cognitive science has been investigating the theory of mind for several decades in his research field, which considers inward and outward conditions of human relations in society, the theory has been neglected. The theory - perceived as the way people can identify and understand their own and the others’ mental states, and identified by Nicholas Humphrey [37] in his first papers on this topic from the early 1970s - had not yet expired its previous evolving stands such as “theory theory”, “the simulation theory” and “the phenomenological approach”. The sociologist proposes another - the “pragmatist stance” founding it on the reflexivity, role-taking, dialogue and interaction concepts. As he persuades, contemporary phenomenologists (A. Schutz, S. Gallagher) have admittedly shown the theory in distinct social interaction in terms of particular people’s gestures, bodily movements, intonations, facial attitudes and speech, but the viewed approach underlying mind openness did not fully explain the depth and accuracy of mind reading. Thus, the proposed pragmatist stand enables a wider perception of the matter. Two of four pragmatic characteristics prescribed to the theory, such as reflexivity (the notion of introspection expressed by self-awareness or self-observation) and interaction (in the quoted view of Erving Goffman [38] connected with role-taking as a kind of reality, seem to play the significant role in solving the situations often met in autism, also those of the therapeutic character. According to Baris Korkmaz [39] ToM capabilities are attained at around 3rd–4th year of age in the children with normally progressing
development, although their first stages appear at approximately 18th month of life. He further refers to among others Robert Blair’s [40] and Christoph Teufel [41] and his co-authors’ works to show the theory’s precursors views. For them the described theory constitutes a more complex cognitive ability to someone’s empathy directed solely at the emotional-reaction categories appropriate to another person’s mental state. In his opinion, human awareness treated as a feature that can enable one to distinguish his/her own mental state from those of other persons (“grasping the other person's perspective”) has been presented in the recent studies as an interactive bidirectional relationship between the neural mechanisms supporting sensory processing of social information and the system of theory of mind.

Among the precursors who combined autistic behaviours with these theoretical assumptions, Simon Baron-Cohen notices in one of his works - concerning the issue - ‘Theory of mind and autism: a review’ [42] that “Flavell and colleagues [43-44] (...) found that children from about the age of 4 years old normally are able to distinguish between appearance and reality, (...) they can talk about objects which have misleading appearances”, while “Children with autism (...) tend to commit errors of realism, (...) do not capture the object’s dual identity in their spontaneous descriptions”. The author sums up his reason: “Given that to do this requires being able to simultaneously keep track of what an object looks like, versus what it actually is – how you perceive or think about it subjectively, versus how it is objectively (...)”’. In his opinion, it additionally affirms the clue that in case of autism there is a deficit in the development of a theory of mind. However, taking into consideration the variety of the whole problem, the author also states, “that other alternative interpretations of the deficit described are possible, since this task relies on quite complex language skills” (p. 6). In the analysed perspective, the lack of ToM capabilities may indicate the cognitive and developmental disturbances occurring also in autism, when first the neurological and somatic impairments, along the social deficits, manifest themselves in the variety of the posture deformities and movement disorders. In case of the PDD-NOS, the complete language skills’ deficits are very often noted or they are strictly connected with echolalia and Tourette’s. Although communication is prior to speech, those symptoms make it in this case more complicated to conduct a therapy, since care-givers - in order to choose the correct action - are first expected to read and interpret properly the signals sent by their patients. Baron-Cohen proposes another theory strictly connected with ASD: the empathizing–systemizing (E-S) theory. In its light, the social and communication difficulties in autism and Asperger syndrome tend to be explained by taking into account delays and deficits in empathy, “while explaining the areas of strength by reference to intact or even superior skill in systemizing” [45, p. 71], which is the drive to analyse or construct systems. In other words, an individual uncovers the patterns of a system through iterating observations that are of his/her significant interest. As the author of the E-S theory persuades, it is giving rise to novel interventions, “in particular using the strong systemizing to teach empathy presenting emotions in an autism-friendly format” (p. 72).

Other authors [46] state that the theory of mind is perceived in light of someone’s ability to understand what the others around feel. In this sense, it develops the thinking abilities following the adopted intrinsic norms. In turn, connected with this category empathy is described, as ascertaining of what an individual feels, based on the ability to imagine own feelings in a given situation. The cited earlier Shaun Gallagher [47] has just proposed his own concept relating this problem named as interaction theory, because of the lack in ToM, in his view, the complex approach to an individual with autism that should encompass not only the analysis on mind deficits and the probable etiologic factors, but include both inner and outer interactions with the persons from their closest surroundings, based on atypical behaviours of children with autism in each possible situation. As he writes (p. 205): “Primary intersubjectivity can be specified in more detail. Although these aspects of
infant behaviour are sometimes considered to be precursors of theory of mind (...), they support more immediate, less theoretical (non-mentalistic) mode of interaction.” He added: “If the mechanisms of primary intersubjectivity (...) are sufficient to enable the child to recognize dyadic relations between the other and the self, or between the other and the world, something more is added to this in secondary intersubjectivity” (p., 207). Thus, Gallagher’s [47] interaction theory of intersubjectivity includes two distinct elements: primary intersubjectivity (“embodied, sensory-motor (...) capabilities that enable us to perceive the intentions of others (...)”) and secondary intersubjectivity (“embodied, perceptual, and action capabilities that enable us to understand others in the pragmatically contextualized situations of everyday life (...)” (p. 209). According to the author, the proposed concept allows to develop a more adequate explanation of autism compared to the remaining ones. He persuades it is evidenced that long before the problems in mentalizing (ability to comprehend mental states in oneself and others) in autistic subjects are, due to ToM’ assumptions, seen, the problems that affect the more basic intersubjective interaction characterized in primary and secondary intersubjectivity are noticed due to the interaction theory. The arguments stated for the rational attitude to autism in light of own proposed theory inclines Gallagher to treat autism as a neurophenomenological account based on its sensory-motor and central coherence problems.

The mentioned authors’ concepts on autism may have practical use in the process of physical rehabilitation dedicated to persons with autistic lesions. Those theories allow to better understand by therapists the motives of atypical activities initiated by the children during the treatment course. Baron-Cohen’s [45] idea may be very helpful for physiotherapy practitioners in those moments of their work with autistic persons when they must come into communication with them in order to successfully start and conduct the ordered treatment. That author’s main thoughts help them to find out the correct strategy before undertaking adequate curing actions. Gallagher’s theoretical point of view on autism gives physiotherapy practitioners useful tools when they are factually engaged in the treatment movement and face the critical moments which are required to be battled to complete the therapeutic one or more sessions. The theoretical approach of Gallagher enables physiotherapy practitioners to accurately read and interpret the erratic motor behavior of autistic persons considering both motor lesions they manifest, as well as social messages they simultaneously sent. Nevertheless, the atypical activities of autistic children ought to be also seen as answers addressed to their caregivers, in which they are trying to expose the disagreement of the forms of care they just met in the session.

Atypical behaviours’ examples regarding autistic persons

“An access to communication” decides about the cooperation and achievements of the prescribed therapies in case of providing ASD children with care. Connie Kasari [48] promotes peer interactions as one of the useful techniques solving the communication difficulties, mainly in school programmes dedicated to pupils. Her proposal may be also implemented in therapies with autistic children offered in clinical wards. Michael Powers [49-50] highlights the fact that persons with ASD present varying degrees of ability and functional impairment. The treatment procedures can be adjusted, among others, to the changing patients’ profiles and depend on developmental and behavioural level, cognitive and communication status, as well as on their family, educational and social environment needs. He exposed that individualized life-long therapy in autism requires therapists to assess precisely their mentees’ health, functional, somatic, motor and cognitive status for the appropriate course of curing. Mentioned in this text Korkmaz [39] informs about the authors analyzing ToM’s precursors and pointing at one of its development core stages during which it reveals itself in averted gaze. The opposite, encountered in normal cases, direct gaze is the basis for
referential gaze perception and communication. Children, according to this opinion, distinguish direct and averted gaze motion at a younger age, but cannot consciously judge direct gaze and certain effects before the age of three or four. Making an eye contact, which is performed from an early age during first year of human life, is the most powerful mode of establishing communicative abilities [51]. As they notice individuals with autism have difficulties with many forms of social communication, because of their gaze processing impaired at various levels: eye contact, or joint attention. Shared attention, presented for the first time by three months’ infants, relates to intentional focus of two individuals on an object. In nine and eighteen months’ babies, it becomes a mechanism of crucial importance for their further social development. Pointing, normally reached out at nine-fourteen months is an apt example of gesture preceding the communication abilities that enables the later appearance of conventional gesticulation. Furthermore, in the view of ToM development it is highly assessed and associated with human growth processes. ASD developmental delays inhibit establishing joint attention in children.

Grace Baranek et al. [52] accent understanding, assessing and treating sensory and motor issues in autism. They represent the view that sensory and motor systems of a human organism ought to be treated as a functional entity, but in analysing the issue each of those fields is taken by them separately into account. In the first case, the unusual sensory features (e.g. tactile signals, a highly-developed sense of smell) are not considered to be universal in autism. Nonetheless, those attributes appear to be highly prevalent, early emerging, and contributory to differential diagnosis and intervention planning. The authors inform that Greenspan and Wieder’s research from 1997 reports hyperresponsiveness, hyporesponsiveness and mixed patterns recorded in clinical autism cases of pre-schoolers. In the second case, motor deficits may be met in autistic children in terms of specific praxis (skills’ attainment in inventive ways) and movements’ coordination difficulties. On the basis of the cited data, ASD children present strengths in repetitive gross motor skills (i.e. stair climbing), having at the same time difficulties in complex skills (in which imitation of movements is needed). Other motor abnormalities distinguished are stereotyped movements becoming more apparent during the preschool period. They are difficult to separate out in autism in first years of life, since normally developing children manifest movements’ rhythmization in the early stages. The remaining motor lesions in autism cover a variety of involuntary idiopathic or medication-induced movements, rare in younger children, but present in the older. Those deficits may co-occur with functional movements, involve body parts, are difficult to differentiate from voluntary movements and classified as tics, catatonia, dyskinesia, akathisia, bradykinesia and gait/posture abnormalities. The latter, mostly visible in PDD-NOS patients, are the result of fixed changes in the tissues structure, such as muscle stiffness that requires the use of therapeutic stretching techniques. Maria Forycka [53] quotes Muriel Lezak et al. [54] views on neuropsychological assessment related to the importance of cognitive functions for managing human behaviours. According to Ian Robertson and Jaap Murre [55], the authors cited in her work, human brain plasticity that expresses itself by brain self-healing has favourable conditions in every running process of learning. Cognitive functions are a basis for human behaviours: undertaking the treatment movement by patients allows to keep or improve their motor functions and when initiating the mechanism of feedback (the afferent inputs from the environment dealing via the nervous tracks with the appropriate brain’s cortex area cause the efferent demands sent by the brain to adapt to the changing outside conditions) [56] it succours the process referring to human neuroplasticity. Alvaro Pascual-Leone at al. [57] highlight both the positive role of brain cortical plasticity in human development, and its pathogenic function in ASD cases. Brain plasticity – perceived as an intrinsic human property present across the age-span - can be conceptualized as nature’s invention to overcome limitations of the genome and adapt to a rapidly changing environment [58]. Its mechanisms may vary with age and its efficacy for each
individual declines throughout the age-span dependently on variable genetic, biological, and environmental factors. Mistimed plasticity may represent the proximal pathogenic cause of neurodevelopmental and neurodegenerative disorders, such as autism spectrum disorders or dementia. These authors claim that the opportunities to lessen the impairments over the period of development by the use of relevant treatment are key for the therapy.

Cases of PDD-NOS with its multilevel symptoms ranging from atypical autism in some cases to other erratic deficits suggest the scale of challenges while undertaking therapeutic treatment. In case of the adults diagnosed with the developmental disorders, an initiating step is focusing their attention and making contact combined with aware bilateral interactions [46]. Those mechanisms are shaped in the first periods of human life: healthy infant combines sensory and motor systems through an affect in the way that his/her sensations have both physical and affective features [59]. The capacity of creating connections between the physical and emotional sensations targeted at motor behaviours allows a growing baby to begin perceiving and ordering the concrete schemes, first single that subsequently are merged into the bigger ones [60]. Around the age of two the schemes conduct to building in a child the sense of awareness of himself. When the factors of different origin (i.e. biological) impact on the initially emerging connections between a child sensory system and an affect, then the presented action is not strongly linked to affective sensations, what finally results in demonstrating by involved infants the erratic behaviours. For those children, it is difficult to initiate a reciprocating communication scheme, or participate in it, unlike the correctly developing children who are able to master the next levels of the achieved earlier intellectual and emotional skills. The occurrence of aggressive behaviours including self-aggressive forms – caused by developmental disorders - particularly while entering puberty by autistic children may be combined with the risk of accidents relative to the children and persons from their nearest surroundings. Significantly important, appropriate communication with the autistic children preventing of unexpected and undesired, vigorous and harmful behaviours, like for instance jerks, pinches, scratches, kicks or biting, enables the therapists to start and continue the treatment procedures effectively. Using by therapists the manual techniques in order to stretch stiff tissues in joints in PDD-NOS patients with posture deformities requires continuous communication, before and during performing the procedures. While manipulating, clinicians must remember about keeping a safe physical distance from their patients to protect both sides against injuries being a result of the rapid emotional auto-aggressive and aggressive actions unexpectedly undertaken by a patient [9-10]. Another feasible kind of behaviours of the persons with atypical autism met, when conducting treatment, relates to unanticipated bowel movements or urinating. Even though they have been earlier judged as self-reliant in hygienic activities, they may rarely do or do not signal such problems at all. In this case, therapists ought to be duly prepared to react, e. g. by carrying with themselves the necessary hygienic aid package.

While realizing the therapeutic procedures during the session, therapists should attentively observe and anticipate the erratic behaviours of their mentees, listen to the verbal communicates when submitted, notice their mimicries and expressed by them gestures informing about the problem. Care-givers should not ignore the signals sent by patients, since disregarding them may prove too costly for both sides of this relationship. Solving the above situations in a pedagogical way, clinicians ought to patiently allow the child to attain the aims in his/her own pace, despite the procedures had been earlier adopted by them to their patients’ abilities.
Recommendations for physical therapy in autism

Michelle O’Reilly et al. [61] undertake in their work the problem of utilising discourse (DA) and conversation analyses (CA) as useful methodologies that may effectively support therapies in autism. The authors are convinced that the growth of this research field founded on mostly practitioners’ contributions indicates that those fastidious and socially oriented findings “can underpin novel approaches for assessment, intervention, identifying therapeutic progress, reflective practice, and training”. According to them such work is potentially relevant to therapists taking care of individuals with ASD. The efficiency of rehabilitation had been approved in case of mild cognitive disorders [53].

Physiotherapists should bear in mind the issues from the paragraph above that are constantly present in physical therapy with PDD-NOS persons. The ways of the successive proceedings of the stated long and short term goals of physical rehabilitation in autism should suit the individual needs of the patient and give the clear perspective for achieving good treatment results. Andrew Guccione and co-authors [62] following T. Williams view state that the ultimate objective of any rehabilitation programme concerns returning the individual to as normal and full lifestyle as possible or, alternatively to maintain or to maximize remaining function. The quoted opinion clearly matches the rehabilitation strategies dedicated to the different stages of autism. For instance, both in Asperger syndrome and PDD-NOS, being placed in autism scale spectrum on the opposite points, the therapy procedures are firstly concentrated only on the distant goal revealed above. Thus, in the different autism pictures the concrete movement treatment steps corresponding in fact to the immediate rehabilitation goals may differ from each other depending on patients’ somatic, motoric, cognitive and emotional deficits. In PDD-NOS patients’ psychological assessment of their developmental age counted at around three-four deviates significantly from their mature biological age and physiological-somatic capabilities and very often the varying disorders’ symptoms of neurological and somatic nature are at the same time associated with the presented by them current health status.

The professional therapists’ experiences and solid knowledge are required in their work with autistic patients. Thus, the guidelines in the rehabilitation process encompass: (1) predicting possible patients’ achievements respectively to the medical diagnosis and therapeutic assessment, in conjunction with the other specialists’ evaluation; (2) defining clearly long and short term goals of the therapy; (3) preparing the programme of the movement treatment appropriately to the assessed deficits in patients; (4) realizing the therapy in practice due to the current capabilities of patients; (5) monitoring the effects obtained by patients in each stage of the conducted therapeutic process. Predicted achievements should include improving the patients’ functional status (gait abilities, manipulating with objects) combined with diminishing the neuro-motor deficits in posture deformities that concern the different areas of a body such as cervical, thoracic and lumbar spine, scoliosis, pectus excavatum, pectus carinatum and others. The specification of long and short-term goals oriented at improving muscles function reflects the decision on which groups are primarily involved into the treatment: from a wide perspective well-functioning of a human body is the principal, while in a narrow sense, the handicapped tissue structures ought to be under the movement treatment. Individualized therapeutic assessment, programme and procedures for ASD persons should be adjusted to varying neuromotor, somatic, mental and functional degrees of disabilities. A choice of the appropriate treatment techniques depends on their usefulness in the therapy. The classic rehabilitation methods for autistic persons represent the usual solid knowledge foundations. However, variable motor abnormalities require a novel and more complex approach. For this reason, Heinrich Frenkel’s [63] and Robert Lovett’s [64] concepts, Herman Kabat’s [65]
and his successors’ PNF proposal [66] as well as the new idea of Phillipe Souchard’s [67] of global postural re-education should be recommended in rehabilitation with ASD patients.

Frenkel’s physical therapy system from 1902 consists of: (1) describing the practice of movements learnt on behalf of physiological mechanism; (2) accenting the role of knowledge on human muscles’ coordination resulting from properly functioning of the central nervous system; (3) presenting the ways how to provide effectively the movement therapy, when the movement practice mechanism is generally known [68]. Frenkel stated this pioneering idea of using exercise while providing the curing process in the neurological disturbances, determined conditions and instructions linked with the movement treatment indicating simultaneously the need of the appropriate place and apparatus for exercise. He classified the treatment exercises and proposed practising them alone and in groups in different positions, also during walking (in the various tempo and forms: forward, sideways, backwards). The systematics, principles and ways of practised exercises had been based on the clinical premises and the author’s work experiences. Moreover, he exposed the necessity of the treatment of the muscles of the eyeball, practising of breathing exercises, as well as instructing the patient to empty his bladder in regular intervals, a plan which invariably succeeds during the stages of disease. The use of Fernkel exercises is, in light of the current clinical studies, beneficial to gross motor skills [69] of autistic patients.

Lovett’s concept concentrates on keeping a good posture, analyses the issues of scoliosis and puts a strong accent on evaluating muscles’ strength [64]. A commonly used method of evaluating the efficacy of movement abilities in physiotherapy is Lovett’s scale constructed in the second decade of the last century. In 1917, Lovett devoted his work to the treatment targeting at the time American population of children and youth with polio-myelitis [70]. The author highlighted the ways of the prophylaxis and curing in cases of deformities in a human organism joints such as ankles’, knees’, hips’ or of upper extremities. His work was one of the first texts on compensating and correcting deformities in man’s posture. Thus, Lovett’s concept does not only concern the characteristics of polio-myelitis and the means of treating this disorder, but it also constitutes a complex therapeutic programme, mostly dedicated to orthopaedic rehabilitation. This movement treatment programme’s vital point is linked with an appropriate diagnosis (the muscles’ strength is revealed on the scale) considering certain muscles’ groups that are engaged in human locomotion and are responsible for keeping a good posture. Testing muscle strength both while eliminating and against the gravity [71] is at the same time the way of how to reinforce them dependently on their current functional state. That is the core achievement of Lovett’s idea addressed to physical rehabilitation [72], even if nowadays the differences between the original Lovett’s proposal and its contemporary clinical version can be identified.

A few decades later the medical problem of epidemic polio had a strong impact on Kabat’s first interest in “discovering” effective rehabilitation [65]. Moreover, he soon met in his practice Elizabeth Kenny who was developing methods of treating patients with poliomyelitis [70]. The infection with the virus polio damages internuncial neurons in the grey matter of the spinal cord, which results in the decrease of the inhibition of proprioceptive reflexes. The mechanism of muscle spasm in polio was studied by Kabat [73]. Hence, the deficits followed polio disorder varied significantly. That was the impulse for searching therapies centred at gait’s impairment, posture deformities, strokes, or orthopaedic injuries, although the background of motor difficulties had primarily a neurophysiological character. The same observation was noted about MS patients, whom Kabat took medical and rehabilitative care of. Kabat and his successors’ approach to the idea of proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation (PNF) is based on Charles Scott Sherrington (Nobel Laureate in neurology) concept [74]. The techniques used in order to empower certain muscles are helpful at the same time for stretching their antagonists. Movements in joints are provided in their
full range of motion (if possible) in all anatomical plains and in the ergonomic positions due to patients’ requirements. The mechanism of neuromotor reflexes has been adopted in this method. Improving functional patients’ abilities is the core long term goal of the therapy. Many of the movement patterns in PNF act correctly on deformities that concern scapula and pelvis and connected with them extremities, thorax and spine. An example of an exercise correcting a position of pelvis is lower spine, hips and knees flexion in an aside lying position. However, while conducting this method, the therapists ought to help their patients to provide a proper movement and apply resistance during exercising. As it has been scientifically proved [75], proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation is often applicable in physical therapies, including those targeted at autistic patients.

Souchard’s approach, as one of the innovative methods of posture correction, is based on knowledge of human biomechanics, physiology and pathophysiology considering balance and motor coordination [67]. It is applied to postural re-education and neuromusculoskeletal rehabilitation trough concentrating on muscles’ groups that form muscles’ chains, like for instance the main chains of the front and rear human body. The author stresses the necessity of keeping by therapists the balance between using the stimuli strengthening on certain muscles’ groups and those stretching their antagonists. In his opinion, in most cases of tissues’ stiffness of an affected joint stretching the contracted structures should be prior to strengthening weak muscles acting on a joint. To achieve the therapeutic objectives, Souchard proposes using starting positions for patients (recumbent, sitting and standing ones in which upper and lower extremities ought to be positioned – dependently on the treatment needs – in adduction/abduction, extension/flexion, and in required, due to the therapy, rotation in the appropriate joints) which enable therapists to properly manipulate contracted joints’ structures. An additional role in the method plays gravity treated as a helpful factor correcting the patient’s posture deformities. The clinical trial of this method’s effectiveness has been conducted among others by Ana Claudia Violino Cuhna and her collaborators [76].

However, the above rules are characterized by many limitations in practise. Hence, they ought to always be taken into account by physiotherapists programming the movement treatment course for ASD patients.

Discussion and conclusions

The remarks proposed in the discussion reflect my academic interest in care quality of autistic people in respect to the inclusion criteria for medical and social case study. The criteria allow to describe the ASD cases’ core aspects based upon the chosen worldwide research literature in the field. The discussed concerns are in conjunction with my many years’ experience of clinical rehabilitation work with patients suffering from neurological disorders such as cerebral palsy, multiple sclerosis and autism spectrum including the PDD-NOS.

Many reasons for autistic patients’ physical rehabilitation being oriented at choosing the relevant procedures to the identified treatment needs are of crucial importance. Hence, it is worth to accent the two issues in this discussion. The first one described by Sally Goddard Blythe [77] refers to an influence of the primitive reflexes on the human motor development and the resulting deficits in the situation when those reflexes do not disappear in a certain time. The second one, revealed by Ian Loram and co-workers [78] relates to the role of human intermittent motor control while under a continuous observation, which is based on the idea of deficiency in autistic children’s joint attention. Both stands enable one to better understand mechanisms of movement disabilities and their functional consequences in autism.

Goddard Blythe’s INPP (Institute for Neuro-Physiological Psychology, founded in 1975) [79] explores the effects of immaturity in the functioning of the central nervous system on learning
outcomes, emotional functioning and behaviour through underlying non-invasive methods as applicable in children and adults diagnosed with neuromotor immaturity (NMI). In the Institute’s view on the issue the disturbances in humans’ posture and balance can manifest themselves because of a presence of the primitive reflexes like Moro reflex, symmetric and asymmetric tonic neck or tonic labyrinthine reflex and others, which are not suppressed on time respectively to the developmental natural mechanisms. Loram et al. [78] explain that entirely natural and highly effective human intermittent control lasts as a continuous observation, but acts intermittently. Human intermittent control of this inverted pendulum is described as entirely natural, highly effective and robust. As the authors persuade homeostasis, the physiological control of body position, is founded on negative feedback mechanisms. Based on extensive knowledge concerning peripheral reflexes, it is highly probable according to them that feedback mechanisms controlling body position act continuously. Thus, as they point out, serial ballistic control of a human body, limited to an optimum rate, provides a new physiological paradigm for interpreting sustained control of posture and movement, which in PDD-NOS patients reveal themselves with multilevel orthopaedic and motor deformities.

Physiotherapy that serves patients, including those with autism, throughout diminishing neuromuscular severities [80-81] may play a very beneficial role in each of the above cases. Thus, to minimize or correct one’s posture and motor deficits [82], the adequate therapeutic methods of rehabilitation as exposed in the last section of this article seem to be significant. The authors, Osnat Teitelbaum and co-workers [82], have evidenced that in the group of persons later diagnosed with Asperger syndrome, Moebius-shaped mouth can be an early sign of neurological damage when it is accompanied by the movement disturbances in motor development of infants. The dysfunctions noted by them in the research were persistent asymmetry of the posture or movement at the third month of life, the disintegration of segmental righting/rolling from supine to prone at fourth month (controlled by uninhibited asymmetric tonic neck: ATNR), inability to sit upright without support at around six months, asymmetrical crawling (one side stepping, one side crawling), and a toddler’s falling head-on onto the ground (without the use of protective reflexes of arms) while walking being under control of partially inhibited ATNR. Therefore, to combat the patients’ (also with PDD-NOS) detected persistent delays in motor development as they age, the rehabilitation methods discussed in this work seem to be the relevant therapeutic means [83-86]. Frenkel exercises, which encompass among other various forms of locomotion, may be useful while maintaining gait patterns and balance in the PDD-NOS. PNF based upon the mechanism of neuromotor reflexes offers the therapeutic means to strengthen movements of the impaired body segments in the PDD-NOS, for instance when inhibiting pathologic motor effects of the primitive reflexes (e.g. tics) or correcting a body posture. Souchard’s GPR targeted at eliminating or diminishing the compensative contractures of muscles’ chains may help PDD-NOS patients in releasing their muscles stiffness, e.g. of the neck and shoulder girdle, by stretching connective tissue and muscles of a patient whose body remains in the relaxed position during manipulation. Lovett testing allows the muscles to work optimally. Due to this concept, both the against-gravity exercises with additional resistance and those performed in antigravity positions are designated to reinforce weak muscles of patients.

However, one should treat that section of the work as a wide reference as there are might be more appropriate methods in concrete cases. To the certain extend contemporary rehabilitation tends to be more personalized. In autism, as it has been earlier noted in this work, to perform a physical therapy communication with patients often poses an additional difficulty which should not be undermine and properly addressed.
The stated insights reveal the following conclusions:
1. Although autism revealing itself by the variety of deficits in patients becomes a challenge for therapists involved in the process of treatment, the physical therapy’s basic role is in this case strictly connected with application of the physiotherapeutic procedures aimed at factual diminishing the postural and movement disabilities.
2. When combating the ASD severities, which manifest themselves both in communicative and neuromuscular deficiencies, physiotherapists should not only use the recommended therapeutic methods, but fully cooperate during the treatment process with other specialists from the caregivers’ team.
3. Both theoretical foundations of autism and knowledge of the recommended techniques based on the classic and novel professional paradigms combined with an experience obtained in previous work allow the rehabilitation specialists to conduct effectively movement treatment with autistic persons.
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Autism therapies are interventions that attempt to lessen the deficits and problem behaviours associated with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) in order to increase the quality of life and functional independence of individuals with autism. Treatment is typically catered to the person's needs. Treatments fall into two major categories: educational interventions and medical management. Training and support are also given to families of those with ASD. Touch or Physical Contact: Children with autism do not like to be touched or cuddled. However, it more depends on the practice and some might even love cuddling more than any other children. Sudden Environmental Changes: A person with autism finds it difficult to adjust with sudden environmental changes like a sudden loud noise, strong smell or a sudden increase in light intensity. They find these sudden changes very unpleasant. Echolalia: People with autism often repeat the words or phrases they hear, known as echolalia. Dance Movement therapy can help people with autism in varied ways and in all the areas of impairment the person suffers from in autism. The benefits experienced are as follows: Advertisement. Physical therapists have the potential and ability to play a much greater role in ASD. View. Show abstract. The latest definitions of autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) were specified in DSM-IV-TR in 2000. DSM-5 criteria are planned for 2013. The purpose of this article is to review the innovations, applications, and effect of the original Pediatric Evaluation of Disability Inventory (PEDI) published in 1992 and to describe planned revisions. During the past decade, the PEDI has helped to shift thinking from a developmental to a functional focus.